
July 31, 2020

The Honourable Marc Garneau, P.C., M.P.
Minister of Transport
330 Sparks Street
Ottawa, ON
K1A 0N5

On behalf of Canadian Pacific (CP), I am writing to submit CP’s 2020−2021 Grain Service Outlook Report. 

As required by section 151.01(1) of the Canada Transportation Act, this report provides an assessment of CP’s 
ability to move grain during the upcoming 2020−2021 crop year, taking into account the total volume of grain 
expected to be moved. 

The report also describes the process that CP undertakes each year to prepare for and respond to, market demand 
for grain transportation.

Sincerely,

 

Keith Creel

President and CEO
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Message from the President and Chief Executive Officer 

It is my distinct pleasure to present Canadian Pacific’s (CP) 
2020−2021 Grain Service Outlook Report, our third annual 
report on our plan to continue delivering outstanding service 
for our grain customers. 

As we look to the future, I am incredibly proud of the 
exceptional results that our talented team of railroaders has 
achieved for our grain customers during the 2019–2020 
crop year. CP is transporting more Canadian grain and grain 
products than ever before in our 139-year history. As of June 
30, 2020, CP’s movement of grain for the 2019−2020 crop 
year is 26.7 million metric tonnes (MMT), and we are on 
pace to beat our previous record of 26.8 MMT, which was 
achieved during the 2018−2019 crop year. This will mark 
yet another record-breaking year, owed to CP’s unwavering 
commitment to service excellence. 

I take particular pride in the fact that our team has achieved 
such remarkable success in spite of the historic challenges 
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. Harnessing the power 
of our precision scheduled railroading operating model, 
we have risen to the challenge and continued delivering 
strong service to our customers, day in and day out. We 
have achieved this by finding efficiencies in every aspect of 
our business, including creating faster hopper car cycles, 
lengthening trains, increasing speeds and reducing dwell 
time, all of which contribute to improved system velocity  
and capacity.

Despite the challenges created by COVID-19, we continue 
investing in our network. We have accelerated our $1.6 
billion 2020 capital plan to improve safety, expand capacity 
and support long-term, sustainable growth. We also recently 
acquired the Central Maine & Quebec Railway, which links 
our trancontinental rail network to the Atlantic Ocean 
Port of Searsport, Maine, and to the Port of Saint John in 
New Brunswick through connections with Eastern Maine 
Railway and New Brunswick Southern Railway. This strategic 
acquisition delivers even more options for our customers.

CP’s ability to move record-breaking volumes of grain is 
possible because of our relentless focus on innovation and 
our significant investment in capacity-building assets and 
infrastructure. For example, our 8,500-foot High Efficiency 
Product (HEP) train model carries in excess of 15 percent 
more grain than a 7,000-foot grain train. In addition, CP is 
investing $500 million to renew our fleet of grain hopper 
cars. Today, we have nearly 3,000 new high-capacity grain 
hopper cars in active service, with plans to add 300 more 
by the end of 2020. In total, CP has committed to acquiring 
5,900 new grain hopper cars. Together, the HEP train model, 
amplified by the new high-capacity grain hopper cars, 
increases carrying capacity by more than 40 percent  
per train. 

CP has not realized these achievements alone. They would 
not be possible without the strong collaboration with our 
customers, many of whom are investing in their grain 
elevator infrastructure to handle 8,500-foot HEP trains. By 
the end of 2020, more than 30 percent of the unit train 
facilities we serve in the Canadian prairies will be able to 
accommodate our 8,500-foot HEP trains, further increasing 
capacity and efficiency in the grain supply chain. 

Grain is CP’s largest line of business by revenue. We are 
proud to continue delivering for our grain customers today, 
just as we have for more than 100 years. We look forward 
to serving them well into the future. As detailed in this 
report, CP is in a strong position to once again meet the 
transportation needs of our customers and the broader 
Canadian economy, during the 2020–2021 crop year.

Keith Creel 
President and CEO
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Executive summary 

This report highlights CP’s strong commitment to delivering 
for our grain customers. We remain focused on growing 
our grain business by offering the most competitive 
transportation service for our customers and by driving the 
next level of efficiency through the grain supply chain.  
With our customers, significant capital investments and 
impressive innovations are delivering enhanced supply  
chain capacity and performance.

By working in close collaboration with the broader supply 
chain during the 2018−2019 crop year, CP achieved several 
records for the movement of Canadian grain. CP is on track 
to beat our all-time record of 26.8 MMT of Canadian grain 
and grain products, which was set during the 2018−2019 
crop year.

Key highlights of the 2020-2021 report:

•  CP expects another large crop in 2020-2021. Statistics 
Canada is forecasting this year’s total crop at 95 MMT 
and western Canadian grain production is estimated at 
73 MMT. This forecast is consistent with the expectation 
of our customers. 

•  For the 2020-2021 crop year, CP plans to supply 
5,850 grain hopper cars to country elevators with CP 
equipment each week, from August through mid-
December, and from April to July, subject to market 
demand. During the winter months when the Port of 
Thunder Bay is closed, CP plans to supply 4,300 grain 
hopper cars with CP equipment each week, subject to 
market demand. 

•  CP anticipates moving on average 1,050 cars of grain 
products each week, in customer-supplied equipment, 
through most of the upcoming crop year.

•  For the upcoming crop year, CP is planning to make 
available 1,000 to 1,100 locomotives, up to 15,500 
grain hopper cars, and 3,600 to 3,800 Train and Engine 
(T&E) employees.

•  CP is investing $500 million over four years to purchase 
5,900 new high-capacity grain hopper cars. CP will have 
a total of 3,300 new grain hopper cars in active service 
by the end of 2020. The new hopper cars are already 
delivering significant capacity gains.

•  CP’s innovative 8,500-foot HEP train model, in 
combination with the new high-capacity grain hopper 
cars, is able to deliver 40 percent more grain per train 
volume. 

•  Building on our continued record capital investment in 
2019, CP is investing $1.6 billion in 2020 to enhance the 
safety, fluidity, capacity and resiliency of our rail network. 

•  CP is the safest railway in North America as measured 
by Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) train accident 
frequency. We are proud to have achieved this leading 
position for 14 consecutive years. 

•  CP is well positioned to move grain in the 2020-2021 
crop year. We expect to move 31.4 MMT of grain and 
grain products this year, which is similar to last year’s 
forecast and the volumes we transported.

CP looks forward to delivering for our customers and the 
broader Canadian economy during the upcoming 2020-
2021 crop year.
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Introduction

CP is pleased to submit its 2020−2021 Grain Service Outlook 
Report to the Minister of Transport, as required by the 
Canada Transportation Act. 

This annual report provides an assessment of CP’s ability 
to move grain during the upcoming 2020−2021 crop year, 
taking into account the total volume of grain expected  
to be moved. 

Part 1 looks back at the 2019−2020 crop year. It reviews 
CP’s outstanding grain performance, our industry-leading 
safety performance and our strong collaboration with 
customers to understand their transportation requirements. 
We also highlight our company’s response to the COVID-19 
pandemic in 2020. 

Part 2 of the report looks forward to the 2020−2021 crop 
year. It highlights the process that CP undertakes to forecast 
the size of the upcoming year’s grain crop, and then supply 
the assets and resources to respond to the market demand 
for grain transportation. 

Finally, Part 3 outlines the exciting opportunities that are 
possible thanks to CP’s extraordinary innovations and 
investments. We outline CP’s 2020 capital investments, 
which are enhancing the safety, fluidity, capacity and 
resiliency of the railway. We also review CP’s deployment  
of technology and innovation to drive safety and  
efficiency gains.

Consistent with past years, this report demonstrates that CP 
is in a strong position to once again meet the transportation 
needs of our customers, and the broader Canadian economy, 
during the 2020–2021 crop year. 
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Performance highlights from the 2019−2020 crop year

CP is proud to report that it is on pace for another record 
year for the movement of Canadian grain and grain 
products. CP is on track to beat our all-time record of 26.8 
MMT of Canadian grain and grain products, which was 
set during the 2018−2019 crop year. The 2019−2020 crop 
year started slowly because of weak market demand, which 
was caused by a delayed harvest. However, once demand 
returned, we gained significant momentum, which has 
remained throughout the crop year. Our strong performance 
resulted in CP moving record volumes of grain during the 
first two quarters of the year. This was achieved through 
close collaboration across the supply chain and the relentless 
focus of our world-class operating team.

CP broke several all-time records during the 2019−2020 crop 
year, including:

• October 2019: 2.66 MMT (best-ever October)

• November 2019: 2.74 MMT (best-ever November)

• December 2019: 2.5 MMT (best-ever December)

•  Q4 2019: New quarterly record at 7.9 MMT, which beat 
our previous quarterly record from the fourth quarter of 
2018 by 400,000 metric tonnes (MT).

• January 2020: 2.09 MMT (best-ever January)

• March 2020: 2.5 MMT (best-ever March)

•  Q1 2020: Best Q1 on record with more than 6.35 MMT 
moved. The 2020 result breaks the company’s previous 
first-quarter record, set in 2016, by 300,000 MT.

•  April 2020: 2.84 MMT, highest month in history, 
surpassing the previous record set in November 2019 by 
more than 100,000 MT.

•  May 2020: 2.8 MMT, which is the highest May on record 
and the second-highest month on record, slightly below 
our April 2020 record performance.

• June 2020: 2.76 MMT (best-ever June).

•  Q2 2020: Best Q2 on record with more than 8.41 MMT 
of Canadian grain and grain products moved. This broke 
the previous record of 7.9 MMT in the fourth quarter  
of 2019.

Part 1: Looking back at a record-breaking crop year

“ By working collaboratively 
with our customers from field 
to port, we have been able to 
find synergies and efficiencies 
to drive the grain supply chain 
forward. CP’s service excellence 
and best-in-class team have 
enabled us to move more grain 
steadily throughout this crop 
year, with an impressive surge in 
April as the Port of Thunder Bay 
opened for the spring shipping 
season.”

  Joan Hardy 
Vice-President Sales and Marketing  
Grain and Fertilizer
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These achievements continue to demonstrate the strength 
of CP’s operating model and robust collaboration with other 
supply chain participants. From Aug. 1, 2019, to the end 
of June 2020, CP has moved 26.7 MMT of Canadian grain 
and grain products. This is approximately 2.1 MT more grain 
than our previous record during the same time frame, which 
was set during the 2018−2019 crop year and represents an 
8.4 percent year-over-year increase in grain shipments. To 
put these metrics into perspective, the increase in grain and 
grain product volume transported by CP is equal to 52,500 
truckloads. 

We also achieved an impressive record for the movement  
of grain through Vancouver, the largest outlet for the  
flow of Canadian export grain. From Aug. 1, 2019 to  
June 30, 2020, CP moved 13.2 MMT through Vancouver.1 
CP is pleased to see the ongoing investment and operational 
improvements at the Port of Vancouver, including the recent 
opening of the new G3 export terminal and the continued 
progress towards 24/7 operations across the various 
terminals. 

We continue to see strong demand for grain and grain 
product transportation, and we are encouraging customers 
to tender additional product for shipment.

Inclement weather, particularly rain and snow in Vancouver, 
negatively impacts the movement of grain and grain 
products and overall supply chain performance. Delays in 
grain vessel loading cause backups in the entire grain supply 
chain as Vancouver-bound grain unit trains must be held 
at the inland terminal or elsewhere on CP’s network. This 
constrains overall network capacity. CP encourages all grain 
supply chain participants, including unions, to work on 
practical measures to improve grain-loading in Vancouver 
during periods of inclement weather while maintaining the 
highest safety standards. 

CP has moved approximately 
52 percent of western Canadian 
grain and grain products by 
tonnage, according to CP and CN 
weekly tonnage announcements.  
This is an increase of two percent 
market share in comparison to 
the 2018−2019 crop year.

1The 13.2 MMT figure is whole grains only.
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Industry-leading safety performance

Safety is foundational to everything we do at CP. We are 
proud to have achieved the lowest train accident frequency 
among all Class 1 railways in North America for 14 
consecutive years.2 We know that safety is a journey, not 
a destination. CP is continually working to improve safety. 
We are currently focused on several important initiatives, 
including our Home Safe program, which is aimed at 
fostering a strong safety culture across the company. Home 
Safe is an awareness program that seeks to eliminate risky 
behaviour that can lead to incidents. We have also modified 
training for new employees to enhance the safety focus 
with longer instructional duration and innovative delivery 
methods (simulation/video conference). CP is also expanding 
the implementation of technology and the use of big data to 
detect and predict track and equipment failures. 

FIGURE 1: FRA TRAIN ACCIDENT FREQUENCY, 
2015–2019 (PER MILLION TRAIN-MILES)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1.061.10
0.99

1.12

1.41

FIGURE 2: FRA PERSONAL INJURY FREQUENCY, 
2015–2019 (PER 200,000 EMPLOYEE HOURS)

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

1.421.48
1.651.67

1.84

FIGURE 3: CLASS 1 COMPARE: FRA TRAIN ACCIDENT RATE, 
2016–2020 YEAR TO DATE (YTD)*

2 Data collected and published annually by the Federal Railroad Administration in the U.S., shows CP as the industry leader for achieving the lowest train accident 
frequency of all Class 1 railways in North America.

*Train accidents: CP to June 30, 2020. CN to May 31, 2020.  All other 
Class 1s and railways, average is presented to Apr. 30, 2020. 

1

2

3

4

5

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020YTD

CP BNSF CN CSX NS UP
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Customer and industry collaboration and communication

CP is committed to strong customer communication and 
responsiveness. Our grain Sales and Marketing team is in 
regular contact with our customers to gain insight into 
their business and determine how CP can help meet their 
transportation needs.

CP also meets with agriculture industry organizations and 
participates regularly at industry events across Canada, often 
with presentations and sponsorships. 

During the past crop year, CP participated in 10 separate 
agriculture industry events to provide updates on our grain 
performance and investment plans to our customers and 
senior government representatives.  

•  Tour and presentation for Saskatchewan Minister of 
Agriculture, August 2019

• Grain World, November 2019

• Fields on Wheels, November 2019

• Alberta Agriculture Round Table, November 2019

• Prairie Oat Growers Association, December 2019  

• Grain Growers of Canada, December 2019

•  Presentation to Manitoba Minister of Agriculture, 
December 2019 

• Western Grain Elevator Association, February 2020

• Keystone Agricultural Producers, March 2020

• Saskatchewan Agriculture Round Table, July 2020 

CP was proud to host a consultation round table with 
industry representatives at Bowden, Alta., on Nov. 22, 
2019. The round table included Alberta agriculture industry 
representatives; senior government leaders, including 
Alberta ministers, the Honourable Devin Dreeshen, Minister 
of Agriculture and Forestry, and the Honourable Ric McIver, 
Minister of Transportation, and Member of Parliament 
for Red Deer-Mountain View Earl Dreeshen; and CP 
representatives from the operations and sales and marketing 
teams. Attendees discussed grain supply chain capacity and 
efficiency, including the advantages of the HEP model and 
how to ensure all participants in the supply chain are aligning 
their organizations to maximize grain movement with CP. 

Building on the success of our round table in Alberta, CP 
hosted a virtual consultation with industry representatives 
from Saskatchewan in July 2020.

We also use a number of other tools to facilitate direct 
communication and to provide access to up-to-date 
shipment and network information. These tools include 
shipment information, carload and intermodal tools. 
They also include bulletins and messages on our website 
(www.cpr.ca-Customer Station); the ability to reach CP 
representatives at our Network Service Centre day or 
night via toll-free telephone (888-333-8111), email and 
online messaging (“Log an issue” feature). We believe 
this information, together with ongoing dialogue with our 
customers, is productive. 

CP looks forward to direct and open dialogue with 
customers and industry during the upcoming 2020-2021 
crop year.  

CP is committed to strong 
customer communication 
and responsiveness. Our 
grain Sales and Marketing 
team is in regular contact 
with our customers to better 
understand their business  
and how CP can help meet 
their demand.
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Grain Elevator of the Year award

G3 Pasqua won CP’s 2018−2019 crop year Grain Elevator of 
the Year award. CP presents this award every crop year to 
the grain elevator that achieves high volumes from a single 
loading point while consistently demonstrating efficient 
railcar loading and a strong commitment to safety.

G3 Pasqua, located east of Moose Jaw, Sask., is a valued 
stakeholder that is critical to CP grain network infrastructure. 
The elevator participates in CP’s Dedicated Train Program.  
It has a consistently safe loading record. CP launched its  
first 8,500-foot HEP train at the Pasqua facility in  
December 2018.

CP grain performance scorecard

In an effort to increase the transparency of our weekly grain 
performance in Canada, CP has voluntarily developed a 
supply chain scorecard, which is available at http://www.cpr.
ca/en/customer-resources/grain. 

The scorecard reports CP’s performance for the previous 
week and includes, when necessary, detailed information on 
any internal or external factors affecting grain movement. 

The scorecard includes the movements of western Canadian 
grain and grain products, consistent with those required by 
the minimum mandate legislation of 2013−2014, and the 
movements of other non-regulated principal field crops.

FIGURE 4: CP’S SUPPLY CHAIN SCORECARD

COVID-19 response

Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic, the health and safety 
of employees has been at the heart of CP’s decision-making. 
We have been steadfast in our commitment to protect 
our employees while delivering for our customers and the 
communities that rely on us. 

CP’s actions included early policies restricting work travel 
and enforcing self-isolation for personal travel, educating 
employees on the importance of proper hygiene and physical 
distancing, implementing a work-from-home initiative for all 
employees not in critical operations or operations-support 
roles and enhancing workplace cleaning products and 
sanitization procedures. 

We are proud that our efforts to protect our employees 
have been successful. COVID-19 has not created any staff 
shortages at CP or impaired our ability to provide critical 
transportation services.
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Grain hopper car targets for the 2020-2021 crop year

CP is well positioned to move grain during the upcoming 
2020−2021 crop year. We are planning to supply 5,850 
grain hopper cars each week with CP-owned equipment, 
from August through mid-December, and from April to July, 
subject to market demand. 

The Port of Thunder Bay is a major outlet for Canadian 
export grain moving by vessel on the St. Lawrence Seaway. 
Winter weather typically forces the Port of Thunder Bay and 
the seaway to close from mid-December to March. During 
this period, CP plans to supply 4,300 grain hopper cars each 
week with CP-owned equipment.  

In addition to these supply forecasts, CP anticipates 
moving on average 1,050 cars of grain products each 
week in customer-supplied equipment through most of the 
upcoming crop year.  

On a weekly tonnage basis, this equates to 648,600 MT of 
grain and grain products during the spring, summer and 
fall periods, and 502,900 MT per week during the winter 
months when the Port of Thunder Bay is closed. 

Figure 6 provides our quarterly grain and grain products 
volume targets. With the cooperation of all elements of the 
supply chain and assuming demand is robust, CP hopes to 
exceed these supply forecasts. We expect to move 31.4 MMT 
of grain and grain products during the 2020-2021 crop year. 
This target includes all Canadian grain and grain products 
moved by CP. While it's still early, our customers indicate that 
they believe the upcoming year’s western Canadian grain 
production will be approximately 73 MMT or higher.

We expect to move 31.4 MMT 
of grain and grain products 
during the 2020-2021 crop 
year, subject to market 
demand.

FIGURE 5: CP GRAIN AND GRAIN PRODUCTS 
PERFORMANCE TARGET FOR THE 2020-2021  
CROP YEAR: METRIC TONNES PER WEEK

Fall/Spring/Summer Operations Winter Operations

502,900

648,600

FIGURE 6: CP GRAIN AND GRAIN PRODUCTS 
PERFORMANCE TARGET BY QUARTER FOR THE  
2020-2021 CROP YEAR: MMT PER QUARTER 

8.6
7.2 6.9

8.6

Q1  
(AUG. 1 TO 

OCT. 31, 2020)

*Note: Estimates assume the Port of Thunder Bay closure from  
Dec. 15, 2020 to March 31, 2021.

Q3*  
(FEB. 1 TO 

APRIL 30, 2021)

Q2*  
(NOV. 1 TO 

JAN. 31, 2021)

Q4  
(MAY 1 TO 

JULY 31, 2021)

Part 2: Looking forward to grain service excellence in 2020-2021
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Forecasting the crop size

We understand the government's desire to gain a 
perspective on the supply chain’s ability to move grain in 
support of producers and the broader Canadian economy. 
However, at the beginning of the crop year, it is challenging 
to obtain an accurate forecast of the size of the current 
crop. This timing challenge is amplified during years when 
the harvest occurs later in the fall. When forecasting the 
crop size for the 2020-2021 crop year, CP’s grain Sales and 
Marketing team works extensively with their customers 
to get a firm understanding of their specific forecasts and 
expectations for the upcoming crop year. Accurate and 
precise customer forecasts are critical to CP’s resource 
supply planning. In an effort to refine and validate customer 
forecasts, the team looks at the five-year historical averages 
and the latest Statistics Canada predictions on production 
and carry-out for the upcoming crop year.

Although it is still early in the year, CP is anticipating 
a strong crop again for the 2020-2021 crop year. The 
five-year average for the western Canadian grain crop is 
approximately 69 MMT. During the past three years, it has 
averaged 71 MMT. We expect production this year will  
be approximately 73 MMT or higher. The 2019−2020  
crop year carry-out volume for Western Canada is projected 
to be approximately 11 MMT, which is consistent with the 
10-year average.

Our operational plan is sized to the available capacity 
throughout the supply chain. This includes the capacity 
available at in-country elevators and port terminals 
and other facilities, such as canola crush and container 
stuffing operations. Our forecast assumes the entire 
supply chain, including the critical portion through 
Vancouver, will run at or near capacity throughout the 
entirety of the crop year.

Actions taken by other members of the supply chain 
can have a significant impact. For example, farmers will 
sometimes hold onto their grain, preferring to wait for 
market prices to improve. It is also important to recognize 
that the crop size can naturally fluctuate significantly from 
year to year. For example, we have seen shifts of up to 
17 MMT between crop years.3 The 2017−2018 crop was 
originally forecasted at approximately 65 MMT, but was 
actually closer to 71 MMT. This was a variation of nearly 10 
percent. That extra six MMT of grain and grain products 
represents an additional 66,000 grain hopper cars, or 590 
grain unit trains, to be placed, loaded, delivered, unloaded 
and in most cases deposited on a vessel.

3Statistics Canada. CANSIM 001−0017. Estimated areas, yield, production, average farm price and total farm value of principal field crops.

REVIEW OF 
STATISTICS 
DATA 5-YEAR 
AVERAGE

FINALIZE 
FORECAST 
FOR THE 
CROP YEAR

VALIDATE 
FORECAST 
WITH 
CUSTOMERS

FIGURE 7: CP CROP PRODUCTION FORECAST PROCESS
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Responding to changing market dynamics

The COVID-19 pandemic has created a level of uncertainty 
for grain producers and shippers. It has also resulted in 
increased global demand for grain and grain products as 
many countries are stockpiling grains amidst the pandemic. 
Global grain supply has also been impacted by ongoing 
drought in Australia and Russia’s export restrictions. These 
factors have contributed to increased demand for Canadian 
grain and grain products, in particular from Europe and 
Africa. Grain volumes through the Port of Thunder Bay, 
a major outlet for grain exports to Europe and Africa, 
increased 27.5 percent, or by 217,548 MT, in April 2020 as 
compared to April 2019.4 CP anticipates that current market 
conditions will sustain strong demand for Canadian grain 
and grain products throughout the 2020−2021 crop year.  

Our customers are responding to China’s ongoing ban on 
the import of Canadian canola seed. In 2019, Canada’s 
canola exports to China were down by 70 percent, or 1.58 
MMT. However, canola producers are finding new markets 
as exports to the United Arab Emirates, France, Germany, 
Belgium, Portugal and Bangladesh have increased. 

Our business model drives capacity by leveraging operational 
efficiency and velocity. It is able to adjust to changing market 
demand, but it can take some time to create additional 
capacity in the system because this requires deploying assets 
and human resources. 

There are several other exogenous factors, such as currency 
fluctuations and interest rate decisions, that can influence 
global demand for grain and grain products. 

4Port of Thunder Bay, April 2020 Cargo Statistics, https://www.portofthunderbay.ca/administration/cargo-statistics/april-2018-cargo-statistics

“ A lot of (grain) trade takes 
place in bulk shipments. It is 
a highly capital-intensive and 
highly automatized process 
with relatively little human 
interaction. It will be hard to 
disrupt bulk shipments.”

  Josef Schmidhuber 
Deputy Director, United Nations Food and 
Agriculture Organization, April 2020
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FIGURE 8: CP'S GRAIN HIGH THROUGHPUT ELEVATORS NETWORK

FIGURE 9: PRIMARY GRAIN TRAFFIC FLOWS ACROSS CANADA AND U.S.
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Locomotives and operating crews

CP continues hiring new employees and modernizing 
locomotives to meet the needs of our customers across 
North America. Last year CP hired, trained and deployed 
1,123 new employees. Currently, we have 443 new 
employees in various stages of training, system-wide.  

CP has undertaken a robust locomotive modernization 
program, and has modernized 201 high-horsepower main 
line locomotives in the fleet. Equipped with the latest 
technology, these locomotives will significantly improve 
reliability and performance. 

For the upcoming crop year, CP is planning to make available 
1,000 to 1,100 locomotives, up to 15,500 grain hopper cars 
and 3,600 to 3,800 T&E employees.

Our crews, locomotives and rolling stock are used to move 
many commodities across our North American network. 
Of particular note, CP’s grain hopper cars are interoperable 
between Canada and the U.S. This flexibility enables CP to 
maximize empty spotting at all elevators.  

For the upcoming crop year, 
CP is planning to make 
available 1,000 to 1,100 
locomotives, up to 15,500 
grain hopper cars and 3,600 
to 3,800  T&E employees.  
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High Efficiency Product train model

To effectively compete and grow, the Canadian grain 
supply chain needs to continually generate new efficiencies 
and drive innovation. CP is answering that call with its 
new 8,500-foot High Efficiency Product (HEP) train. In 
collaboration with our customers, CP’s 8,500-foot HEP train 
model will change the Canadian grain landscape for years to 
come. Origin high-throughput (HTP) elevators earn economic 
incentives to load 8,500-foot HEP trains clear of the main 
track in 16 hours or less.

CP is excited about the enhanced capacity of the 8,500-
foot HEP train, particularly when used in conjunction with 
CP’s new high-capacity grain hopper cars. CP’s significant 
investment in new grain hoppers is detailed later in this 
report. The new grain hopper cars can carry 15 percent more 
volume and 10 percent more weight compared to the older 
cars they are replacing. Combined, these two changes are 
significantly increasing the capacity of the grain supply chain. 
An 8,500-foot HEP train can carry in excess of 40 percent 
more grain than the 7,000-foot train model when combined 
with the additional capacity of the new grain hopper cars. 

An HTP facility capable of loading an 8,500-foot HEP train 
clear of CP’s main track in 16 hours or less, using a loop 
track, is an extremely efficient model. The train’s composition 
remains intact with both the locomotive and grain hopper 
cars throughout the loading process. The customer uses CP’s 
locomotives to move the train through the loop track to 
facilitate the loading of hoppers with grain, which takes 16 
hours or less. Once the train is loaded, CP’s crew will pull the 
train from the customer’s facility onto CP’s main line track 
for transport to destinations across North America. All new 
greenfield 8,500-foot HTP elevators built on CP’s network 
will incorporate a loop track design. 

There are many efficiency benefits to using this new model, 
including reduced loaded dwell time, since the locomotive 
remains with the grain hopper cars, and increased efficiency 
as locomotives maintain air brake pressure during the entire 
loading process. In turn, this expands elevator capacity, 
thereby allowing grain companies to buy more grain from 
producers. 

CP is excited for the continued expansion of capacity 
throughout the grain supply chain. We are working with our 
customers to upgrade the balance of our network (existing 
infrastructure) to the 8,500-foot model, and to add new 
8,500-foot loop track elevators at strategic locations. By 
the end of 2020, CP expects that 30 percent of the HTP 
elevators we serve will be loading 8,500-foot HEP trains.   

In close collaboration with our customers, CP is creating 
significant new capacity and driving efficiencies in the grain 
supply chain.

CP’s 8,500-foot HEP train, 
combined with new high-capacity 
hoppers, increases grain volume 
per train by more than 40 percent.

Increased capacity drives 
efficiency and better year-round 
reliability.

Part 3: Unparalleled innovation and investment
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Grain hopper car investment

On June 7, 2018, CP announced plans to invest more than 
$500 million over four years in new high-capacity grain 
hopper cars as part of our commitment to the agricultural 
sector. Our grain customers can expect to see more than 
3,300 of these new hopper cars in active service before the 
end of 2020, enabling CP to transport more grain in each 
train. At the end of June 2020, CP had 2,773 new high-
capacity grain hopper cars in our fleet.

CP is acquiring 5,900 grain hopper cars, enabling the 
complete removal of all low-capacity hoppers from the fleet.

The new car design is shorter, wider and lighter. It can carry 
more grain than the cars being retired from CP’s fleet. The 
new cars feature a three-pocket design that can be loaded 
and unloaded more efficiently than the old four-pocket 
Government of Canada hopper cars. The new grain hopper 
cars can handle more than 15 percent greater volume and 
10 percent greater load weight than traditional cars while 
featuring a shorter frame that enables more cars in a train 
of the same length. The cars feature newly manufactured 
components that are more reliable, significantly reducing 
maintenance-related delays. With the new high-capacity 
grain hopper car, a train of the same length as today  
(7,000 feet) will have 16 percent more capacity.

Within reason, CP is well positioned to accommodate 
unexpected surges in volumes caused by challenges 
experienced by other rail carriers, non-rail components 
in the supply chain or adverse weather. While we do not 
currently expect any particular supply chain challenges, 
we note that network service disruptions do not occur in 
a vacuum. Rather, they are the product of multiple factors 
throughout the supply chain. As a result, we will continue to 
work with our interchange carriers and the other participants 
in the supply chain to maintain interchange fluidity, 
optimize loading and billing and balance car cycle flows. 
An extraordinarily complex, interdependent supply chain 
requires collaboration and cooperation from all participants. 
We urge the government to seek and provide greater 
visibility on the entire supply chain, not just rail.

FIGURE 10: BENEFITS OF CP’S NEW GRAIN HOPPER CAR INVESTMENT

Over four years, CP is acquiring 
5,900 grain hopper cars, enabling 
the complete removal of all low-
capacity hoppers from the fleet, 
including all hopper cars owned  
by the Government of Canada.
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Dedicated Train Program

CP’s Dedicated Train Program (DTP) has been in place since 
the 2014−2015 crop year. This commercial program for car 
supply gives shippers the ability to lock in dedicated capacity 
for a 12-month period, providing both flexibility and control 
over their supply chain during the crop year. Customers 
choose which corridors they will ship in and how many 
trains they require to fulfill their shipping needs. They choose 
where trains are to be loaded, and when presented with 
multiple options, they determine the order in which these 
trains are placed. 

The strength of the DTP is that it is reciprocal: it commits 
CP to provide capacity to a customer, and in return, the 
customer commits to use that capacity. If CP fails to provide 
the agreed capacity to a customer or the customer fails to 
use the allocated capacity, there are reciprocal penalties.  

The success of the program benefits supply chain 
participants. Customers are incentivized to load and unload 
trains as quickly as possible since the overall tonnage they 

can sell in the marketplace is a function of the overall cycle 
time of the capacity they have purchased. CP customers 
are committed to cycling grain assets as efficiently as 
possible and to forecasting demand at a level that promotes 
sustainable resource planning. At a macro level, this drives a 
virtuous cycle of continuous and consistent grain movements 
that increases the overall grain volume transported. It also 
motivates increased investment in the supply chain by 
customers. Currently, more than 85 percent of our grain 
shipments are moved via the DTP. The DTP is available to all 
customers, large or small, that can load a unit train. 

Customers that choose not to participate in the program can 
order hopper cars through the open distribution program, 
which allows customers to request shipment from CP with 
two weeks' notice.

Capital expenditure 

We expect that our total 2020 system-wide capital 
investment will be approximately $1.6 billion. This significant 
investment builds on our record 2019 $1.65 billion capital 
program.

To meet the demands of our customers and improve safety 
and efficiency, CP has increased annual capital expenditures 
by 127 percent between 2010 and 2019. This significant 
increase has outpaced growth in our gross tonne-miles 
(GTM) and outpaced Canada’s gross domestic product (GDP) 
growth over the same time period. Additional network 
upgrades will drive even more productivity and capacity 
improvements.

We expect our total 
2020 system-wide 
capital investment to be 
approximately $1.6 billion.

2010 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

726

1,449
1,522

1,182
1,340

1,551
1,647 1,600

FIGURE 11: CP’S ANNUAL CAPITAL INVESTMENT 
(C$ MILLIONS)
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Capacity-enhancing projects

CP is taking advantage of the additional track time that 
has become available due to lower overall traffic volumes 
owed to the macroeconomic environment during the 
COVID-19 pandemic. We are accelerating and aggressively 
implementing our 2020 capital program. For 2020, the 
following 10 projects are currently underway, each of which 
will enhance the capacity of the grain supply chain.  

Our 2020 capital investments are enhancing the safety, 
fluidity, capacity and resiliency of the railway. We note 
that the projects listed below represent CP’s current plans. 
Individual projects are subject to change because the 
health of the network demands flexibility to adjust capital 
investment in response to changes in market demand and 
operational requirements.

Location Subdivision Description 

Sapperton New Westminster
Construct new 8,700-foot staging/queueing track 
for North Shore (Port of Vancouver).

Stephen-Divide Laggan
Extend track by an additional 3,500 feet, creating 
a 10,000-foot pocket. Install crossover to support 
inspections.

Cochrane Laggan
Extend siding by 5,028 feet from 7,172 feet to 
12,200 feet.

Calgary Terminal Brooks
Extend two tracks (Depot 3 and 4) over the Elbow 
River into Alyth Yard.

Calgary Terminal Aldersyde 
Signal upgrades and track upgrades for increased 
track speed.

Crowfoot Brooks
Extend siding to 12,000 feet, which supports 
long trains and bulk growth (grading 2020, track 
construction 2021).

Suffield Brooks
Extend west siding by 3,986 feet from 8,214 feet to 
12,200 feet.

Irvine Maple Creek
Extend siding by 4,202 feet from 7,998 feet to 
12,200 feet (grading 2020, track construction 2021).

Piapot Maple Creek
Extend siding by 3,989 feet from 8,211 feet to 
12,200 feet (grading 2020, track construction 2021).

Red Deer Sub Red Deer
Install Centralized Traffic Control from Airdrie 
north to Red Deer. This is the first year of a  
two-year installation plan.
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Technology and innovation

CP is harnessing the power of predictive analytics to 
improve safety by reducing main line mechanical failures  
and strengthening our planning for train length during 
periods of extreme cold temperatures during the winter. 

Predictive analytics are driven primarily by data captured by 
wayside detectors installed across our track network and 
from our locomotives. The detectors gather data that gives 
us valuable insight into the health of critical components 
of railcars and locomotives. For example, the equipment 
detects and measures the temperature and profile of each 
locomotive and car wheel and their bearing conditions. 
This data is then consolidated and analyzed by our team to 
predict areas of risk and improve operational efficiency. 

The predictive analytics help us understand risks associated 
with other important factors, including in-train forces 
(e.g., lateral force), train design, rail condition and track 
geometry. Informed by the data, our engineering services 
and information services teams collaborate to determine 
improved methods and standards for engineering and 
mechanical design, inspections and repairs. 

Our Automated Train Brake Effectiveness (ATBE) test is an 
example of how CP is deploying innovation and technology 
to improve safety. The ATBE test uses wheel temperature 
detector readings to assess the performance of air brakes 
for each car in a train. When air brakes are applied on a 
descending grade, wheel temperatures are expected to 
be high, indicating effective brake application. When air 
brakes are not applied, wheel temperatures are expected to 
be relatively low, which is an indication that the air brakes 
are releasing properly. When wheel temperatures are not 
consistent with these expected readings, we know that there 
could be a brake defect. 

CP is using the ATBE test as an alternative to the No. 1 
brake test for our coal, sulfur and potash fleets. The No.1 
brake test requires manual human observation of the brake 
application, release and piston movement for each individual 
railcar. This manual test is often done in the darkness of 
night and during periods of inclement weather. Further, it 
is not as effective as the ATBE test because it is performed 
while the train is static, so it does not actually measure brake 
effectiveness.

The results of CP’s ATBE test are immensely promising.  
A joint study undertaken by Transport Canada, the 
National Research Council of Canada and CP, regarding the 
effectiveness of ATBE on coal, potash and sulphur unit trains, 
revealed a number of significant benefits. Compared to 
the No. 1 brake test, CP’s ATBE test improved brake system 
reliability and overall fleet health, increased the number of 
cars receiving valid brake system repairs, and increased the 
detection of defective cars. 

By investing in technology and championing innovation, CP 
is solidifying our position as a leader in moving the economy 
safely and efficiently. Explore how we connect to industry 
advances in every part of our business at www.cpr.ca/en/
about-cp/innovation.CP’s Train Inspection Portal System
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Conclusion

Moving grain is in CP’s DNA, and has been for more than 100 years. We remain focused on 
growing our grain business by offering the most competitive transportation service for our 
customers and by driving the next level of efficiency through the grain supply chain.

As outlined in this report, CP is well positioned to respond to the anticipated market demand 
for grain transportation during the upcoming 2020−2021 crop year. 

CP will continue making record investments to improve safety, fluidity, capacity and resiliency 
across our transcontinental rail network. We are also deploying technology and innovation to 
improve safety and efficiency across the system.

CP remains committed to strong collaboration with our customers and supply chain 
participants to understand transportation demand forecasts and to ensure alignment and 
open communication throughout the supply chain. These factors are essential to maximizing 
the overall performance of Canada’s grain supply chain. 

We encourage our customers and other interested stakeholders to monitor CP’s grain 
performance throughout the 2020−2021 crop year through our supply chain scorecard, 
available online at http://www.cpr.ca/en/customer-resources/grain. 

As always, CP looks forward to delivering for our customers, and the broader Canadian 
economy, during the upcoming 2020−2021 crop year.
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Forward-looking statements

The preceding material in this report contains certain forward-looking information within 
the meaning of applicable securities laws relating, but not limited, to Canadian Pacific’s 
operations, priorities and plans, anticipated financial performance, including our 2019 full-
year guidance, business prospects, planned capital expenditures, programs and strategies.  
This forward-looking information also includes, but is not limited to, statements concerning 
expectations, beliefs, plans, goals, objectives, assumptions and statements about possible 
future events, conditions and results of operations or performance.

Forward-looking information may contain statements with words such as “anticipate,” 
“believe,” “expect,” “plan,” “financial expectations,” “key assumptions,” “outlook,” 
“guidance” or similar words suggesting future outcomes.

Undue reliance should not be placed on forward-looking information as actual results may 
differ materially from the forward-looking information. Forward-looking information is not a 
guarantee of future performance.

By its nature, CP’s forward-looking information involves numerous assumptions, inherent 
risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from the forward-
looking information, including but not limited to the following factors: changes in business 
strategies; general North American and global economic, credit and business conditions; risks 
in agricultural production such as weather conditions and insect populations; the availability 
and price of energy commodities; the effects of competition and pricing pressures; industry 
capacity; shifts in market demand; inflation; changes in laws and regulations, including 
regulation of rates; changes in taxes and tax rates; potential increases in maintenance and 
operating costs; uncertainties of investigations, proceedings or other types of claims and 
litigation; labour disputes; risks and liabilities arising from derailments; transportation of 
dangerous goods; timing of completion of capital and maintenance projects; currency and 
interest rate fluctuations; effects of changes in market conditions and discount rates on 
the financial position of pension plans and including long-term floating rate notes; and 
investments, various events that could disrupt operations, including severe weather, droughts, 
floods, avalanches and earthquakes as well as security threats and governmental response to 
them, and technological changes.

The foregoing list of factors is not exhaustive. These and other factors are detailed from time 
to time in reports filed by CP with securities regulators in Canada and the U.S. Reference 
should be made to “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results 
of Operations” in CP’s annual and quarterly reports filed on Form 10-K and 10-Q, respectively.

Forward-looking information is based on current expectations, estimates and projections 
and it is possible that predictions, forecasts, projections, and other forms of forward-
looking information will not be achieved by CP. Except as required by law, CP undertakes no 
obligation to update publicly or otherwise revise any forward-looking information, whether as 
a result of new information, future events or otherwise.


